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LTMMP Inspection of ex-HMAS Adelaide wreck May 2023 

McLennans Diving service (MDS) inspected ex-HMAS Adelaide to carry out the 
requirements of the Long-Term Monitoring and Management Plan (LTMMP) for structural 
condition monitoring. This report covers the requirements of  that  P lan and 
includes inspection of the barred off areas in the upper superstructure and Ultrasonic 
Thickness (UT) testing of the six Monitoring locations.  MDS Divers carried out the survey of 
the wreck on May 12th, May 30th, 31st and June 1st, 2023. 

The Dive Team was supervised by Alan McLennan and Daniel Fell with divers Zoe 
Pocklington, Stafford Malapa, Louis Dupressoir. All the divers hold ADAS Part 2 or 3 
qualifications and are experienced naval ship inspectors. The team operated from the 2C 
surveyed vessels “Sea Runner” and “Cape Diver”. The diving method was a combination of 
SCUBA buddy pairs, SCUBA using AGA Divator masks with hard wired voice 
communications. Also used was the Deep Trekker Revolution ROV.  

The first day of the survey on May 12th was abandoned after the first dive due to zero 
visibility water clarity below 22 metres. The dive team returned after favourable reports from 
other divers indicating good conditions for three continuous days. 

 
Executive Summary 
The vessel has not changed its position or list. No deterioration has been observed on 
the steel hull. The aluminum superstructure continues to deteriorate rapidly due to 
corrosion and cracking. However, the past year has not created any new damage to the 
vessel but rather a worsening of the exiting damage. There are no new dangers for 
recreational divers compared to last year. 
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Results of the survey 
 
Hull Integrity –  
The vessel can be divided horizontally into two halves. The top half is the aluminum  
superstructure and the lower half below the main deck, is the steel hull. 

The Steel Hull - The lower half of the vessel has suffered little or no deterioration since 
the sinking. This continues to be the case. No corrosion, cracking or displacement of 
fittings was observed on the outside or inside of the steel hull. All entrance ways 
inspected were clear. All long-term monitoring points were inspected, and no deterioration 
was found since our last inspection. These locations were: 

• the Missile launcher opening, 
• the Forward screen, 
• the Hangar frames. 
• the Transom 

 
In addition, this year we conducted a complete circuit of the wreck at the seabed to 
examine the hull at the sand line. This was done using our Deeptrekker Revolution ROV.  
We found that the paint coatings are intact on the steel hull down to just above the 
seabed. At this point there is a band of bare metal about 500mm wide caused by the 
abrasion of the sand. See Figure 9. No corrosion was observed on any parts of the steel 
hull.  
 
We also noted the diverse and colourful fixed plant life on all parts of the side of the steel 
hull. This is not only a sign of a healthy marine environment, but it also indicates that no 
corrosion is occurring in the steel hull, as marine growth does not adhere to  rusting 
surfaces. See Figure 8. 

The Aluminum Superstructure ‐ The upper half of the vessel has continued its steady rate 
of deterioration. There is very widespread corrosion. The outer sheeting is heavily corroded 
along the welds to the stringers and frames and in the center of the panels. The frames are 
heavily corroded at the frame connections. The corrosion is not uniform. Some panels are 
highly corroded, and some appear to be unaffected. See Figures 16 and 17. 

The aluminum panels and frames are welded to the steel hull along a 100mm high vertical 
steel flat bar that extends at right angles from the main deck. These aluminum panels and 
frames have commonly broken at this joint. The aluminum superstructure has reached a 
state of deterioration where additional panels would be expected to be broken out with every 
large swell event. See Figures 3 and 4. 

There have been numerous new openings created into the aluminum superstructure along 
the 01-deck by the swell surge. These are shown in the attached drawing. In general, when 
these panels break out, it is a clean break, and no further attention is required. 

Swinging Panels 
MDS found two swinging panels in 01 deck. The first panel forms the inside wall of the 
starboard hanger. The second swinging panel is on the port side of the weather shield. 
The details of these two panels follow below: 
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Swinging Panel 1 – Starboard Hanger - Interior wall. – This wall once formed the inboard 
wall of the starboard hanger. On one side of it was the starboard hanger, and on the other 
was the central access companionway from the flight deck. This wall has broken along the 
joint to the steel hull and is swinging freely. It was held in place by its connections to the 
upper decks. The swinging wall dimensions were 8 metres long by 2.5 metres high. 
Initially MDS believed the swinging part of the wall extended to the top of 02 deck.  
The wall currently presents no danger to divers in calm sea states. In seas over 2 metres, 
it moves violently over 300mm and could be dangerous. This wall will fall after a large sea 
in the foreseeable future. It requires monitoring to look for cracks that would indicate that 
the collapse is imminent. At this time our divers found no cracks into upper part of the wall 
to suggest the failure is imminent. See the video at this link Starboard Hanger Broken Wall 
Video 
 
Swinging Panel 2 – Weather Shield – Port side –Exterior wall – A panel 2.5 metres high 
and 700mm wide is swinging with the swell surge. It is moving only slightly in calm seas 
and would not present any danger except in seas of over 2 metres when it can move 
violently. See Figure 10 

 
 
Siltation in the forward Spaces 
An opening was cut into the 01-deck wall just aft of the weather shield in June 2022 to 
allow water flow into the forward compartment behind the weather shield. A large amount 
of silt had built up in this space during the 2022 floods. This area is now clear of silt and 
only coarse shell mounds remain which present no siltation hazard to a diver. No new 
areas of silt were found. 
 
Barred Off areas – The 32 barred off areas on Page 25 of Annex A of the LTMMP were 
examined and all bars were found to be in place except for the destroyed Hangar Catwalks 
and Captain’s Bathroom. See Figure 5 
 

Vessel List and Trim - The wreck remains at the same list as in previous years at 
approximately 4 degrees to port. This was determined by use of digital depth gauges on 
the gunwales amidships and a spirit level placed on the hangar deck. See Figures 6 and 
7. The trim of the vessel was also unchanged.  
The sand level was deeper than previous years. Both bilge keels were fully exposed, and 
part of the sonar dome. The duckbill on the transom was just under the sand. 
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LTMMP Monitoring Locations –Thickness Testing 
In addition to visual monitoring, the locations were also thickness tested at three separate 
points close to the monitoring point. The method used was as follows at each area to be 
measured: 

• An area was selected for testing and its position was recorded. 
• An area 100mm in diameter was scraped clean. 
• An Olympus 26MG ultrasonic thickness gauge with a 60-metre-long probe 

cable was used to measure the metal thickness. The probe was placed on 
the cleaned area and the diver notified the surface team by two-way voice 
communications. 

• When a stable reading was achieved the Diving Supervisor recorded 
the thickness and told the diver to move to the next location. 

• The thickness test results were recorded in the table below. 
 

 
Thickness Testing Conclusion 
There has been no significant change to the steel thickness. This agrees with our visual 
observation that no corrosion  is present on the steel surfaces and all paint coatings are 
intact. 
 
 

 

Location – Main Deck 
except for Location 6 

Frame 
Number 

Recorded thickness (mm) 
 

Nominal  
 

2020 2021 2022 2023 

1 – Hangar Deck – 
300mm aft of the centre 
pillar – 

335 6.35 6.79 6.8 6.68 6.66 

2 – 300mm off the 
change in shape at waist 
on the port side - 

180 7.95 7.73 7.6
8 

7.70 7.65 

3) 300mm off the change 
in shape at waist on the 
starboard side - 

180 7.95 8.01 8.0
8 

7.99 7.92 

4) 300mm off the base of 
the weather shield – port 
side 

100 6.35 7.53 6.8
8 

7.20 7.12 

4) 300mm off the base of 
the weather shield – port 
side 

100 6.35 6.51 6.5 6.45 6.49 

5) 300mm off the missile 
launcher opening 

85 9.52 10.9 9.5
7 

9.58 9.57 

6) Base of main mast 02 
deck 

Too corroded to measure  
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LTMMP Monitoring Locations – Visual Monitoring 
 

The Divers made note of the monitoring items listed in the LTMMP Locations 1 to 6. 
 

• Location 1 – The hull plating on the forecastle just aft of where the 
GMLA launcher. There has been no deterioration in this area. 

• Location 2 – Amidships at the base of the forward weather screen (where 
the superstructure and hull are bonded together) – There is no visible 
deterioration in this area. There is no sign of any separation between the 
forward screen and the hull. 

• Location 3 - At the vertical midpoint of the main masts – The mast appears 
to be in a similar condition as 2021. The entire main mast was examined 
however the mast is heavily encrusted with marine life restricting a detailed 
examination. There appears to be no sign of cracking or deformation. All 
parts of the mast remain straight and true. The base of the mast was also 
closely examined, and no sign of cracking or deformation were observed. 

• Location 4 – The connections of the masts to the 02 deck. There is no sign 
of any deterioration in the legs. No cracking or deformation was observed. 
However, the aluminum plating that the legs pass through has severely 
corroded. 

• Location 5 – The hull plating on the transom – The transom area has 
changed very little since the sinking. 

• Location 6 – Where the helicopter hangars are attached to the hull. The port 
side hanger broke away completely in March 2021. The entrance to the 
starboard hanger is intact but the interior wall has separated from the deck. 
The exterior wall is missing. 

• Internal Debris – The internal openings were clear of debris when last 
inspected on June 10th   2022. Since our last inspection there is an 
increased number of loose fittings such as floor mats, panels, cupboards 
which are laying loose inside the vessel but are not currently blocking any 
access ways or impeding divers.  

 
Moorings 
Both Special Markers were intact and in position. There were four mooring buoys present. 
No buoy was located on the stern. The mooring coming off the main mast is in poor 
condition due to chafing of the connection sling on the structure. See Figure 20.  
This is because the moorings have not been installed with an underwater float as in 
previous years. As a result, the slack mooring rope/sling settles on the structure and 
chafes. The main mast mooring is extremely chafed. MDS divers attached an underwater 
float to it to prevent further chafing. This mooring should be replaced. The other mooring 
were in fair condition but also lacked an underwater float. 
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Marine Life 
The marine life is bountiful and diverse. There are numerous ecosystems being supported by 
the wreck site. The type of ecosystem depends on the depth of water. The mast still holds 
dense plant life. See Figures 8 and 21. The lattice work mast of the wreck still attracts many 
schooling bait fish such as the Yellowtails, and predator fish such as Kingfish, Cobia, and 
John Dory. In most of the internal compartments we found a Wobbegong shark. Some are 
three metres long. The proximity of these creatures may cause distress to inexperienced 
divers when swimming through enclosed spaces in the wreck.  
 
Safety for Recreational Divers 
The wreck has reached a state of deterioration which means that the panels and frames in the 
aluminum superstructure will fail regularly. This creates new risks for recreational divers, 
especially the inexperienced. These risks include entrapment, snags, crush injuries and 
disorientation. The most important control for diver safety is training and supervision. The 
provision of detailed briefings and divemaster services with local knowledge will greatly 
reduce the risk to inexperienced divers. Verification of competency (VOC) through certification 
and logbook checks will also enhance safety. MDS recommends that extra vigilance be given 
to the above points in view of the deterioration in the vessel. 
 
Recommendation for Further Monitoring  
It is certain that major structural collapses will occur within the aluminum superstructure soon 
due to its advanced state of corrosion and loss of structural supports. This is especially likely 
in the starboard hanger.  
We recommend that the vessel be surveyed after each 5 metre or greater swell event to 
check for cracking in the key support structures. This will reduce the likelihood of the structure 
collapsing unexpectedly. 
The aluminum superstructure will continue collapsing for a long period into the future until 
finally only the steel hull is remaining. This hull will last a very long time without deterioration. 

Conclusion 
All parts of the LTMMP were completed. The wreck is safe for recreational diving 
within the generally accepted limits for training and experience. The wreck has not 
much changed since our last visit in June 2022. This period has been marked by 
unusually calm seas along the NSW coastline. This has reduced the rate of 
deterioration of the wreck compared to the start of 2022 which featured multiple East 
Coast Lows and large seas. 
 
The starboard hanger continues to be a source of concern because its collapse would be expected after a 
large seas event. 
 
Thank you for asking us to undertake this inspection. Please find following drawing and photos that 
illustrate the points made in this report.  
 
Kind Regards 

 
Alan McLennan 
Phone 0433 111 528  
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Figure 1: Plan view of the hangers, the red line shows the separated wall to deck connection.  
The double red line shows the swinging wall 

 

 
Figure 2: View of the starboard hanger from the port side showing the swinging wall 
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Figure 3: A section of the main deck and aluminum superstructure showing the join between the two.  
This weld has separated around the entire starboard hanger. 
 

 
Figure 4: An example of the separation of the hanger wall from the steel deck 
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Figure 5: A selection of barred off openings. All 
barred off barriers were intact. 
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Figure 7: The sprit level method gives a list to starboard of 3 degrees 50s.   

Figure 6: A view of a depth gauge on the port and starboard gunwales amidships. The beam is 14 
metres. The one metre difference in height for a beam of 14 metres gives a list of 4 degrees 5s which is 
the same as in previous years. 
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Figure 8: Diverse and abundant fixed marine life on the sides of the steel hull. 

 

 

Figure 9: A typical view of the hull at the seabed. The paint coating are abraded off the hull, but no corrosion is occurring. 
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Figure 10: The swinging panel at the starboard walkway through the weather shield. 

 
Figure 11: The main mast continues to remain undamaged and all connections are intact. 
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Figure 12: One of the thickness testing locations cleaned and ready for testing. 

 No significant changes were recorded from last year. 

 

 
Figure 13: The bridge area remains unchanged. 
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Figure 14: This is a view from No.2 deck through the wall of the lift shaft to the open starboard side.  

The lift shaft walls have been significantly broken down in the last year. This has made the wreck interior more accessible and 
brighter. 

 

 
Figure 15: Typical missing outer wall on 01 deck. The aluminum panels have "blown out” in many places. However, it has  

aided light entry into the interior and has not created new dangers.  
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Figure 16:This is a typical aluminum frame and stringer on the exterior wall of 01 deck. The walls are breaking down due to cracking 

and corrosion and then the panels break off the superstructure. 

 
Figure 17: An example of the corrosion in the heat affected zones of the stringer connections to the frames. 
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Figure 18: Corrosion of the Aluminum superstructure continues to increase dramatically each year. 

 

Figure 19: A view of the 02 deck with severe corrosion of the aluminum paneling 
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Figure 20: The main mast mooring is extremely chafed due to rubbing on the mast, 

 
Figure 21: The mast is in sound condition and is heavily encrusted with colourful marine life. 

 




